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L INTRODUCTION 

1»      Iter the purpose of thin paper,  industria)  policies are defined 

M those economic  policies wnich iiave a direct eifect on the process 

©f industrialization.       It  is recognized that  some  industrial 

policies defined in this vrar merely represent  the influence of more 

general  economic policies on the  industrial nee tor;     other policies 

have been designed witt;  tue  industrial  jector  specifically in mind. 

These policieo  include  sucu  important elementa of national economic 

policy as;     the tariff  structure,   other trade and  foreign échange 

policies, monetary ¿nd credit policy, budget arai fiscal policy,  eto.; 

they also include the Government's policy on ownership of enterprises 

in the industrial sector. 

2.      The tern "incentive policies for industrial development" is 

used  in tr¿i3 paper to describe those policies and measures adopted 

tip a Government  to provide an additional stimulus  for industrial 

éiwwiopnent.      3y "additional stimulus"  is meant a form of encourage- 

•ent and/or removing of obstacles mhieh would be absent but for the 

Introduction of ar» incentive measure. 

|#      Äght lifferent  types of incentive measure will be consider«! 

ft! the Seminar: 

a)    astiatane« at  t:.e pre-investment stage; 
%>) • assistance  «ath  land,  factory buildings,   etc; 

Assi• tonee  «l %n  f ; ih&nr -. r<¿; 
àsaistartc» with the   levelopnent of  labour SKlllsg 
Import i Ay -once«*: ions; 
Protection fräs foreign competition; 
fat incentives  for industrial  levelopnent; 
i*s*#ur«a to  facili ta te foreign investment. 

*<us lut»   it eme. be ae«n taat foar types of incentive 

represent * «wdifijation of «listing industrial policies. 

êmtf «onceseiofi« and prm%m;%iw, twm foreign competition 

i*t a ««sufiaikUo« of tne tariff structure and other trade 

MMt foreign ener*age policies«      assistance mta financing unen used 

a* mm iacsatire iMNMmre is » «*4i fixation of the existing nonetary 

lit peli*/.      ?«• tffseUv«a»M of tax inoemtives depend» on 

ñ 

! 0} 
ftì 
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the fiscal and budget policy of the Government.  Three of the other 

types of incentive measure considered (assistance at the pre- 

investment stage, assistance with land, factory buildings, etc. and 

assistance with the development of labour skills) aro a form of 

subsidy which help remove obstacle., which might otherwise deter the 

implementation of industrial project?, by priv ite investors. 

Finally, measures to facilitate forei ,n investment are inter-related 

with many of the above incentive measures. 

II.  THE PROBLEM 

5. Targets for tne contribution of the industrial seotor to th« 

economic growth of a country are generally expected to be 

established within tue framework of the general economio development 

plan of the country or, in the absence of such a plan, within the 

context of a -eneral policy for balanced economic development.  It 

is generally recognized that the achievement of the targets set 

for the industrial ,eotor depend:; upon the formulation of a set *»f 

appropriate industrial policies and tneir successful implementation. 

The first aspect of the problem, tuen, is to formulate 
aril implement a comprenensive package of industrial policies 
within the overall framework of national economic policies 
and as an integral part of it in order to ac neve tue 
targets established or expected from the industrial sector 
within the growth targets for huí aoonomy as a whole. 

6. Except in centraliy-nlanned economies, tue achievement of these 

targets depends on tue performance of both the public and the 

private sectors.  Tue importance of their respective roles in 

contributing to industrial development varies from one country to 

another.  It is ¿;enerally accepted that targets set for the develop- 

ment of industry in the public sector ran be secured by direct 

measures taken by xhe  Ofovernmont such at; the allocation of 

appropriate funds, the setting up of appropriate institutional 

arrangements, etc.  It is also generally recognized that the 

contribution to industrial development from the private sector 

depends on the successful encouragement of private investment in 

industry rather tuan in traditional areas for private investment 

such as building and trading. 
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Therefore, the second aspect of the problem is the 
formulation and the implementation within, this framework 
of industrie,!, policies, of a comprehensive package of 
incentive measures capable of stimulating and encouraging 

• private inventors (domestic and possibly foreign) to 
achieve the contribution expected from it to the industrial 
development witnin the framework of the national economic 
development. 

7.  This Issue Paper will concentrata on the second aspect, keeping 

in mind the first aspect.  The aim is to examine the relationship 

between incentive policies and industrial policies within the overall 

framework of national economic policies with a view to identifying 

possible areas of conflicts between them, tne issues rained by these 

possible conflicts, and ways of eliminating or overcoming them. 

III.  SURVEY OP ISSUES RAISED 

8»  The issues considered in this paper can be grouped under two 

headings: 

A.  The relationship between incentive policies and 
industrial policies 

a.  T.i_> role of incentive policies 

A.  The relation between incentive policio» and industrial Dolióles 

9. The issuer raised by thi;; relationship can be discussed with 

reference to the nature of tau relationship,  .fnilo the policy on 

ownership in tao industrial sector determines the scope and 

importance of incentive measures, tne relationship with the ether 

major industrial policies raises the problem of possible conflicts 

between incentive measures, industrial policies and national economic 

policies. 

1. Ownership policy 

10. It is generally stated that irrespective of the degree and 

importance of tne contribution of the private sector to the national 

economic growth, tins sector in order to invest m industry at the 

desired level rhouid be encouraged by the formulation of a set of 

adequate incentive measures in the event that prevailing conditions 

and policies do not provide sufficient stiaulus. 
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11. Therefor,  the issue arises:    Is thoro a relationship between 

the importance of tue investment set or expected from tho private 

sector and  the formulation of incentive, moas-aras,   particularly as 

to tixuir generosity vis-à-vis this  sector?      Can this generosity bo 

considered as a function of   trio  importance of tho  targets expected 

to be achieved by  the  private  sector in  industrial  development? 

12. Tnis  issue  lead:;   to a number of other issues  related to the 

division of investment  between the  privato a,id puulio sectors. 

Por example,   ao  incentivo measures need   to be reviewed in connooxion 

with both any change  in too  Government  ownership  policy in the 

industrial   sector and   the development of  the  privato  sector itself? 

Should  loss generous   incentives be considered vmer.   tho private 

industries  eccome  sufficiently self-generating of now investment? 

Or should  t.ie  incentivo measures be re-ad.justed gradually te meet 

with a policy of a more  balanced division of investment betwoon 

the private and  oublie  sectors? 

2.    Tho roUaionsuip wjth tho major  industrial policies. 

13. It is generally aoc.;ptou  tiiat  industrial policies are an integral 

part of tao mtional  economic  policy  .ind  that  the  incentive measures 

are part of   too   industri il   policies.       T..e issue arises:     How could 

possible areas of conflict  bo identified with a view to preventing 

them or.  whorj possible,  eliminating  thorn? 

14. Although  it  is not possiblo   to cover all  the  issues raised by 

this possible conflict  within each of  tne major policios,   this 

paper will  attempt  to review some of them.      In doing so a distinction 

oan sometimes be made  between conflicts which ariso  from the 

process of industrialization itsolf and lonfliots which arise as a 

result of  the  introduction of incentive  policios. 

15. A number of countries hav.  faced  the conflict  between tha 

goal  of raising  budget revenue a1- * promoting industrialisation. 

Tais conflict arises waon import duty concussions  are granted;     tha 

introduction of a protective  tariff results  in tao   élimination of 

imports of curtain products without a eotipunaating-  increase  in  tax 

revenue.      T>»e conflict becomes muon siwper if  tax incentives are 

provided in » form winch results  in rww  1 mua trial  untarpriaea 

paying little taxation on corporate profita in the  oarly jreara of 

tfcair «a tab! laissant,      In Argentina,  for jxample»  i»ydgjtary 
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difficulties lod to a critical appraisal in 19^3 of those 

incentive measures whioh resulted in substantial losses of 

revenue. 

16. Measures to case industry's financing requirements and make 

industrial  investment more attractive have  in some countries 

conflicted with some general economic policy objectives,  parti- 

cularly that of maintaining internal  and external economic 

Stability.       In nome countries  inflation,   resulting among other 

factors from  the  expansion of Monetary demand,   :.as made  it more 

difficult to attract foreign capital.      A new investment law was 

passed  in Chile in  i960  which permitted enterprises to  re-valuo 

their  fixed assets each year in line with the depreciation of the 

exchange rate. 

17. In Ecuador  tao  oasic objective  of the monetary and foreign 

exchange policies has bjcn to maintain monetary  stability. 

Credit polic    has helped   to  facilitate  the  financing  of industry, 

but the main assistance with financing has come  from a state-owned 

Industrial Development Hank established by the Government  in 19^4 

and a similar bank established by private  interests.       The roles 

of other institutions  in financing  industrial  investment have boon 

limited for   t.ie sake of monetary  stability. 

18. The country papers  show that  incentive measures,   as well as 

industrial policies,   often conflict with the balance of payments 

policy.       Industrialization hat: been the   principal  source  of a 

rising import bill in many countries,  and  the  import-substitution 

process has not saved as much foreign exchange as expected. 

Balance of payments difficulties '.mica result from this and other 

factors and  persister.t  inflation hav : tnr.d .   it  necjssary to  introduce 

economic  stabilization policies in Aretina  from tim..  to  timo; 

these  policies n«-v^  led  to a  substantial  reduction in tue  rate of 

growth of  the  economy and consequently la tao domaría  for  the 

products of  local  industries.    Tms slowii^, down lias offset to a 

certain extent the offact of the incentive measures offered by tho 

GovemmMnt. 

19.    Ir, Chile,   the  lain national economic policies which have affect©'" 

iiriuatrl-.K-.tio.   ar..  X.^z -  r .1't d tu  the  e ..Une, of payments.    Two 

important r<-t   tic-twai..-  CM '-    identified.       Industriali* .tion haa 

e*mtribut#d to the d*»Vwlopmont of difficulties with the balance of 

p«y»en\a;    but lat«r on taw rasulting »o«d to conserve foreign 
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exchange has provided more effective protection for local 

industrias and hone, stimulated their development. 

20. Tho incentive W..T,;;UTUE may sometimos conflict between themselves, 

particularly when the;/ aim to serve conflicting objectives.  Tho 

Object of Jamaica's renorous pro'.raraiu of incentivan in favour of 

the export-oriontjd industries was mainly to increase employment; but 

by allowing duty-free imports of r;;v; materials and other necessary 

supplies, this pro, ;r. „rime nas conflicted with the affecte of the 

other pro^To-mma of incentivos which was designed to encourage import- 

substitutin, ; industries. 

21. These feiv examples of possible conflicts between the incentive 

measures and major industrial policies aa well as between the 

latter and tho national economic policies raise two important 

i E sue a : Can incentivo measures be harmonized with industrial 

policier: and, national oconornic policiJS? 

ilow ilo .:; one ,,r.ao tu noeJ.... ay adjustments to reconcile 

conflicto" which ru/j •>   tujri. nationx! jconomic osjectives, 

.nduatrial ,1^.. Loa.Kjnt objectives, and within these - the objectives 

of incentivo -f; .sures? 

ff.  Tho rolo »f incentive policies. 

22. rolo of incentive measures can be considered under three 

headings: 

(i) taeir relationship to industrial policy objectives; 

(ii) their rol..; in tho dynamic setting; of the process of 
economic devo 1 opinent;  and 

(iii) limits to : .e nco^j .al offoctiv...ness o* incentivo 
mo.-suros. 

(i) Relationship to industrial policy objectives 

23. The rei'.; of incentive measures c ..; b:  considered in relationship 

to the obj jctivoi; established l'or t.;„ industrial sector.  First of 

all theru is tao -.¡nor.-! isoect;  tai.3 raises the issue: What role 

can a package of incentive measures y la;/ in hel.-in;; to achieve the 

quantitativo target ¡ot f.)r   .rivaU investment ir. tho industrial 

Sector?  In ot-. -r .voris, wuat rolo can moo -tivo .rasures play in 

assurin. tn..t . ..afficimt volume of fiu.ncial ar.d other resources 

are mobili.: ;d and channelled into investment in tho industrial 

sector? 
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24. Besides this more general rolo, incentiva measures may be used 

to promote investment in selected industrial projects which the 

Government wishes to see implemented.  The issue arises: Are 

incentive measures an appropriate way of directing privato investment 

into certain industries or certain projects?  Tais is ¡mo is 

discussed in  inora detail is the Issue Paper on Criteria for 

selecting industries benefitting fro,,, incentive measures (Iû/WG/30/11 ), 

25. Incentive measures are also used 10 oncour w;a. new enterprises 

to locate in industriai ly less-iievelo.jod regions of the country. 

The issue .arises: Are incentive measures ^n appropriate way of 

achieving tais objective?  Can they compensate enterprises for the 

additional costs involved in meeting the Government's wisiios as to 

location? 

26. Finally, incentive measures have osen used to encourage a 

higher volunj of exports of manufactured goods.  In some cases the 

incentive has taken the form of providing additional encour ,uomont 

for export-ori up, ted industries;  but more frequently it has been 

based on rm.kin; the exporting procès:, itself more profitable.  The 

issue arises: JU-Q incentive measures an appropriate way of achieving 

this objective? 

(ii) The relationship between mcei.tiv.. „¡c-our JS, industrial 

poliates and national economic policies in a aynamic setting 

27. It is /an.„rally rece nised tn..t indus tri ¿lis dioa is a dynamic 

process.  Tner.u'orj, t.ij i..,eue .rises:  Saoul i not i... relationship 

between incentive measures, _i_ndusti'ial policies :nu rational 

economic policies l> •  reviewed in t..o context of a dynamic 

evaluation of the industrialization of the country? 

28. The dynamic analysis rases the question;  is tuero any 

relationship h-taeeu t.,e pac.aL-:e incentive measures used and the 

stage of industrialization of the country?  3o</¡a people beliuve 

that the p .cke;-e of incentive measures must be formulated talcing 

into account the stupe of industrialisation of the country.  There- 

fore, the issue arises: Does the paese ~ce of incentive measures 

need to be reviewed and adjusted periodically in the light Of the 

progress of incluetrialisatiQr. of the country? 

ho/; couli such a review oe , „poros ,'hod and what criteria 

can Do used to make such \  review? This issue will be discussed in 
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more detail in tau Issue Paper    Formulati^; a Programme of 

Incentive feasurcs (ID/WG/30/I0). 

29. The dynamic  nature  of incentivo ne .0uro.: riicja a further 

general issue,     dow can tao r lationshi,:  o,;tuj.n incentive treasures 

and industrial policies ho adapted   to c.ian,-.in, ; nation.:! economic 

çircumsti.r.cjs and IT raiting changes  in national   economic  policy 

objectas. 

(iii)    Limits  to tiie  scope and  effectiveness of incentive measures 

30. What can incentive measures h.-.  expected to  achieve and what 

results should one r.ot  expect  them to achieve? 

31. The country papers suggest  tint a number of noun trica have 

formulated a well-conceived pac ;..¿v. of incentive measures and made 

adequate arrar.£ orients  for their implementation.       however,  despito 

their availability, the rate of yrowth of tae  industrial  sector has 

remained belo'.; tac rate which theLîO cour tries expected   to achieve. 

The  issue arises:     Can   the  provision of .. well-fornulated set of 

incentive measures by itself ensure   t.ij   .chieve.ncnt  of  targets 

get for privat,   invest',,ont  in  ta...  industri:,!  ^ctor?       0i   are 

Other factors aad condition:;  needed  — .-.;. esoential   ore-condition 

for  tho  incentive ¡:i. ;JUTOL:  to  s jcure   tae oontribution  from the 

private  sector to  industri,.! development. 

32. Tao flountry B-.ci^;round  papere  f:tresr:  taat tao   success of 

incentive rn^aouivs  snoald   not  '>.  •. vaxuated simply on tae  basis of 

the criteria:     (a)   that an approprile pac;:,,', of  incentives has 

be3n formulata! and   (b)   thot adequate machinery for  their implemen- 

tation has been developed.       Tho Papers emphasise   that many 

additional  footers determine  whether \ desired level   of investment 

in industry is realized or not, and conclude  that   tae  effectiveness 

Of incentive measures cannot bo  evaluated in isolation,   ba,.t is 

without considering  tneso other  factors.    The issue  arises: 

What are t..ese other factors?      Snouxe.  they  oe considered as 

an essential  nr.-rvquuate   for  incerti-/- ¡1   .-¿r..^   to   play their 
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